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VESPA	usage	for	coordinated	/	amateur	observa<ons	

1-	Observers	want	to:	
										Store	their	data	somewhere	easily	
										Get	visibility	
										Get	credits	

2-	Users	/	scien<sts	need	to:	

									Access	these	data	easily	

									Be	able	to	search	data	on	various	criteria	

									Access	the	files	easily	

									Process	data	if	needed	

=>	informa+on	system,	handled	externally	
=>	informa+on	system	is	visible	enough	
=>	provide	informa+on	

=>	informa+on	system	is	visible	enough	

=>	basic	query	system	

=>	adequate	file	formats	

=>	agree	on	preprocessing	level	



VESPA	usage	for	detec<on	networks	

1-	Users	/	scien<sts	need	to:	
										Store/access	detec<on	data		
									Keep	track	of	archives	
										Cross-match	independent	detec<ons	
									Alert	system?		
									Handle	proprietary	periods	

									Search	data	on	various	criteria	

									Access	the	files	easily	

									Process	data	when	needed	
									Distribute	final	results	with	visibility	
									Connect	with	related	data	

=>	External	storage,	link	table	required	
=>	Sustainable	system	
=>	Common	data	descrip+on	

=>	basic	query	system	

=>	adequate/standard	file	formats	

=>	compu+ng	workflows	/	tools	
=>	Publish	in	a	widely	accessible	system	

(meteorites,	NEO	databases,	lab	measurements)



PVOL service in VESPA portal

Describing parameters

Observations

VESPA	data	services	

Data	described	in	table:	1	row	per	file	(or	data	element)	

Columns	are	parameters	describing	the	data	(metadata)	

Parameters	must	follow	the	standard	

Provide	as	much	info	as	possible	



What	VESPA	provides	to	the	community	

1-	A	vocabulary	to	describe	physical	&	observa<onal	parameters	making	sense	to	researchers:	
										EPNCore	metadata	-	standard	in	the	Virtual	Observatory	(VO);	open	to	user	feedback	
									Very	broad	scope:	surfaces,	atmospheres,	small	bodies,	magnetospheres,	heliophysics	

2-	A	user	interface	to	search	data	based	on	science-relevant	parameters:	

									VESPA	portal	(other	access	modes	available)	

3-	Data	services	provided	by	VESPA	par<cipants	and	other	teams:	

									Currently	56	data	services	open,	15	more	in	development	

									Includes	ESA’s	PSA	(17+	million	files!)	+	New	or	updated	infrastructures:	SSHADE,	PVOL,	AMDA	

									Will	include	data	produced	during	Europlanet-2024	

4-	Connec<on	with	powerful	display	and	analysis	tools:	

									Tools	from	astronomy	(VO,	with	planetary	science	updates)	+	GIS	

=>	Contribu<ve,	interoperable,	Open	Science	system,	providing	FAIR	access	to	the	data

This	data	system	is	available	for	science	teams	to	access	and	to	distribute	data



Examples	metadata	from	EPNCore	

1-	Basic	info	
										Target	name	or	ID	+	class,	<me,	data	IDs,	release	date…	

2-	Provenance	info	

									EPNCore	includes	a	set	of	parameters	for	coordinated	observa<ons:	

																	Observer	ID	/	name,	Set-up,	loca<on	of	obs,	etc	+	processing	history	

3-	Link	to	the	data:	

									File	(URL	+	format)	or	scalar	quan<<es	(eg,	trajectory)	

									Thumbnail	if	possible	(used	in	the	portal)	

4-	Any	other	informa<on	increases	visibility	and	usability	

									Astrometry	from	fits	/	WCS?	(or	horizontal	coordinates?)

EPNCore	vocabulary:	
														A	core	of	~	40	columns	/	parameters	always	present	(can	be	empty)	
														~	180	standard	columns	/	parameters	available	to	chose	from	(new	ones	are	possible)	

Only	one	table	for	the	service	=>	all	parameters	must	be	iden<fied	from	the	start	

									Model	services:	PVOL	(amateur	obs),	meteor_showers	(modelled	events)



VESPA	service	(seen	in	the	portal)

A	table	providing	descrip<on	of	each	file	/	data	element	
														A	core	of	~	40	columns	/	parameters	always	present	(used	for	cross-searches)	
														~	180	standard	columns	/	parameters	available	for	more	detailed	descrip+on	(new	ones	possible)	
														Includes	a	link	to	a	file	and	a	thumbnail	for	preview	
														TAP:	filters	data	elements/rows	on	parameter	values



VESPA	portal	
http://vespa.obspm.fr

- Lists	all	services	
- queries	on	parameter	
values	/	ranges	

- Click	on	service	row	
=>	table	of	results	

- Results	tables	can	be	
send	to	other	tools,	or	
stored	

- Result	files	can	be	
sent	to	visu	tools,	or	
stored	

- Cross-service	results	
available



Set	up	of	amateur	/	coordinated	observa<on	services	-	may	apply	to	detec<on	networks	

The	best	solu<on	is	to	have	one	service	(per	project?)	installed	and	maintained	in	an	ins<tute	

1-	Server	installa<on	
									Standard	install	process	iden<fied,	doc	available,	support	from	VESPA	
								Check	local	IT	policy	(Debian,	etc)	+	Need	to	be	on	always	
								Access	monitoring	required	(for	project	stats)	
								Defini<on	files	maintained	in	new	VESPA	hubs	(on	a	gitlab	repo)	

2-	Data	storage	

								Not	necessarily	local	in	the	server,	solu<ons	exists	in	interoperable	repo	(B2SHARE…)	

								Not	necessarily	in	one	place	(must	be	accessible)	

3-	Possibility	to	set	up	private	services	

								Not	accessible	from	outside;	may	be	useful	for	prepara+on	phases	(non-filtered	images,	etc)	

								Embargo	during	proprietary	period	supported  

Several	similar	servers	are	connected	through	VESPA	(registered	at	the	same	place,	portal	access)



Europlanet VESPA: Data services / science field

Magnetospheres	/	radio	

-	APIS	(HST/Cassini,	LESIA)	
-	NDA	(Jupiter	&	Sun	radio,	LESIA/CDN)	
-	AMDA	(CDPP	/	IRAP)	
-	MAG	data	(VEx,	IWF	Graz)	
-	MASER	&	related	services	(LESIA)	
-	RadioJove	(LESIA	&	US	amateur	network)	
-	IItate	HF	data	of	Jupiter	(Tohoku	Univ,	Jap)	
-	UTR-2	Juno	ground	support	(Kharkiv)	
-	MDISC	&	JASMIN	(modeling,	UCL)	
-	Cluster	&	Themis	data	(IAP,	Prague)	
-	IMPEx	models	(from	FP7	prog,	IWF	Graz)	
-	Hisaki		(Tohoku	Univ.,	Jap)	
-	Transplanet	(CDPP	/	IRAP)	
- 	LOFAR	Jupiter	(CBK/PAS,	Warsaw)	
-	MagneEc	field	simus	(LMSU)	
-	ASPERA	&	MARSIS	atm	obs	(MEx,	Iowa	U)	 Exoplanets	

-	Encyclopedia	of	exoplanets	(compila+on,	LUTH/LESIA)	
-	Catalogue	of	exo	disks	(LESIA)	
- 	Interface	with	DACE	(Geneva)	
- 	ARTECS	climate	simulaFons	(AOTS/INAF)	
- 	Atmospheric	studies	(UCL)	
-	surface	simulaEons	(GEOPS)	

Solar	
-	HELIO	AR	&	1T3	solar	features	(from	FP7	prog,	LESIA)	
-	Bass2000	(LESIA)	
-	Radio	Solar	db	(Nançay,	LESIA)	
- 	CLIMSO	(Pic	du	Midi,	IRAP)	
- 	IPRT/AMATERAS	(Tohoku	Univ,	Jap)	
- Gaia-DEM	(SDO,	IAS)	
- EIT_syn	(SoHO,	IAS)	
-	e-Callisto	(Windisch,	Sw)

Generic	/	interdisciplinary	

-	BDIP	(LESIA)	
-	PVOL	(UPV/EHU	&	amateur	network)	
-	Telescopic	planetary	spectra	collec<on	(LESIA)	
-	PSA	complete	archive	(ESA)	
- HST	planetary	data	(LESIA,	to	CADC	archive)	
-	Catalogues	of	planetary	maps	(Budapest)	
-	VizieR	catalogues	in	Planetary	Science	(CDS)	
-	Gas	absorpEon	cross-secEons	(Granada)	
-	Planets	then	satellites	characterisFcs	(LESIA/IMCCE)	
-	Nasa	dust	catalogue	(IAPS)	
-	Stellar	spectra,	support	for	observaFons	&	exopl.	(LESIA)	
-	DARTS	(JAXA	-	currently	via	PDAP)	
-	ESAsky	planetary	data	(ESA)	
-	Interface	with	VAMDC	(TBD)

Atmospheres	
-	Titan	profiles	-	CIRS	(Cassini,	LESIA)	
-	Venus	spectroscopy	-	VIRTIS	(VEx,	LESIA)	
-	Mars	Climate	Database	(modeling,	LMD)	
-	Venus	profiles	-	SPICAV/SOIR	(VEx,	IASB-BIRA)	
-	Mars	profiles	-	SPICAM	(MEx,	LATMOS)	
-	All	MEx	derived	atmospheric	products	(via	MEx	IDS)	
- Venus	cloud	products	(LATMOS)	
-	ExoMars/NOMAD	(BIRA-IASB)

Small	bodies	
-	M4ast	(ground	based	spectroscopy,	IMCCE)	
-	1P/Halley	spectroscopy	(IKS	/	Vega-1,	LESIA)	
-	BaseCom	(Nançay	Obs,	LESIA)	
-	TNOs	are	cool	(Herchel	&	Spitzer	+	compila+on,		
LESIA	&	LAM	&	U<nam)	

-	SBNAF	(from	H2020	prog,	Konkoly	Obs)	
-	Cometary	lines	catalogue	(IAPS)	
-	Vesta	&	Ceres	spectroscopy	-	VIR/DAWN	(IAPS)	
-	DynAstVO:	NEO	refined	parameters	(IMCCE)	
-	MPCorb:	Small	bodies	orbital	cat	(MPC/Heidelberg)	
-	RoseVa	ground-based	support	(Edinburgh)	
-	67P	illumina<on	config	(IRAP)	
-	Meteor_showers	predic+ons	(IMCCE)	
- OccultaFons	predicFons,	ast	&	sat	(IMCCE)	
- 	LuckyStar,	occultaEons	(ERC	prog,	LESIA)	
- Natural	satellites	db	(IMCCE)	
- VizieR	asteroid	spectra	(CDS	/	LESIA)

Surfaces	
-	CRISM	WCS	service	(MRO,	Jacobs	U)	
-	Mars	craters	(Jacobs	U,	+	update	by	GEOPS)	
-	USGS	planetary	maps	WMS	(Jacobs	U)	
-	M3	WMS	service	(Chandrayaan-1,	Jacobs	U)	
-	HRSC	nadir	images,	WMS	(MEx,	Frei	Univ)	
-	OMEGA	cubes	and	maps	(MEx,	IAS)	
-	VIMS	satellites,	w/geometry	(Cassini,	LPG)	
- 	MarsSI	GIS	(Lyon)	
-	Global	spectral	param	of	Mercury	(DLR)	

Solid	spectroscopy	

-	SSHADE	ices	&	minerals	spectro	(IPAG	&	network)	
-	Planetary	Spectral	Library	(DLR)	
-	PDS	spectral	library	(LESIA)	
-	Berlin	Reflectance	Spectral	Lib	(DLR)	
-	Hoserlab	(Winnipeg	U)	
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Open	
Open	in	test	|	upgrade	required	
Drabed	
Scheduled	2024	(selecFon)

•	New	or	upgraded	in	2020/21
•	New	content	in	2020/21



VESPA: infrastructure
Maintenance functions



Input	interface	for	amateurs	/	many	observers	

Two	solu<ons	can	be	implemented	with	our	preferred	data	server	(DaCHS)	

1-	From	fits	files	
										Requires	data	to	be	stored	on	the	server	
									Upon	inges<on:	scans	all	files	present,	build	table	from	fits	keywords	
									Easy	but	requires	regular	fits	files,	fits	only,	en<rely	described			=>	not	realis<c?	

2-	From	a	CSV	file	

								Upon	inges<on,	the	CSV	is	reformaled	to	build	a	standard	table	

								CSV	can	be	produced	from	an	on-line	spreadsheet	filled	by	observers	(edit	prohibited)	

								Data	can	be	located	anywhere	(accessed	by	URL)

Maintenance	

								Can	use	a	separated	table	of	observers	/	setups	—	merged	upon	inges<on	(requires	obs.	ID)	

								Valida<on	phase	required	before	inges<on	

								Probably	requires	access	control	/	login



Services	complements

Coordinate	various	networks?	
									Separate	db	are	OK,	but	need	to	agree	on	common	metadata	+	a	data	quality	parameter	
								Can	become	an	EPNCore	fireball	extension	(if	more	than	2	services)	

								All	observa<ons	/	analysis	can	be	cross-matched	(including	from	Europlanet	TAs	services…)	

An	observa<on	table	can	be	completed	with:	

1-	Event	informa<on	
										Iden<fying	related	observa<ons	

2-	Possibly	an	associated	alert	system		
										Assessment	in	PSWS-SPIDER	(EPN-2020)	

3-	Results	from	analysis	(may	be	other	services)	
										Trajectory,	parent	body…	
									Info	about	recovered	samples,	lab	analysis…		

Data	are	ready	for	analysis	

								Processing,	analyses,	Machine	learning,	etc…	(workflow	access,	EOSC-based	solu+on	studied)	

Tools:	Aladin	for	trajectories	on	the	sky;	TOPCAT	for	tables;	ImageJ	for	conversions	/	measurements



Data	policy	for	amateur	and	coordinated	observa<ons	services	

Need	to	agree	on	data	policy	from	the	start	

1-	Type	of	data	
										Images:	self-described	format	versus	simple	images?	
																					fits	vs	Jpeg?	
																					raw	(camera)	vs	Jpeg?	(ie:	compressed	or	not)	
										Images,	spectra:	calibrated	vs	uncalibrated?	
									Spectra	as	values	(not	as	plots)	

2-	Iden<fy	what	“processing“	is	acceptable	

								Credits	are	provided	in	the	EPNCore	table	(and	fits	keywords)	

								Wri<ngs	and	drawings	can	only	complicate	use	of	images	
								Extent	of	processing	(eg,	unsharp	masking	ohen	prevents	further	use)	

=>	Service	design	phase	is	important



Possible	usage	of	VESPA	in	this	context

1-	Distribute	end	products	
										Results,	associated	to	publica<ons	-	can	be	common	to	many	networks,	or	individual	
												eg:	detec<ons,	trajectories,	event,	samples	—	Will	provide	visibility	
									Can	be	related	to	experimental	results	on	meteorites	(common	key	=	meteorite	name?)	

2-	Keep	track	of	archived	data	

								Storage	solu<on	s<ll	required,	but	EPN-TAP	services	preserve	a	link	to	many	datasets		

								Data	mining	func<ons	

3-	May	be	used	for	data	comparison	etc,	during	processing	phase	
								Eg,	data	exchange	between	networks,	comparisons	of	pipeline	results,	etc	
								VO	tools	provide	powerful	func<ons	(format	permiing)	
								This	doesn’t	have	to	be	public	
								Such	usages	should	be	derived	from	prac<cal	use	cases	

VESPA	is	a	shared	infrastructure	for	the	community,	feel	free	to	use	it	for	your	own	needs	

The	IVOA	Solar	System	Interest	Group	is	a	convenient	place	to	perform	prac<cal	work



tool examples

search	interface												hjp://vespa.obspm.fr	

web	site	(with	tutos)				hjp://www.europlanet-vespa.eu	

wiki	(EPN	ac+vity)									hjps://voparis-confluence.obspm.fr/	

github																														hjps://github.com/epn-vespa	

				IVOA																																hjps://ivoa.net												

			(last	Interop	mee+ng)		hjps://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/InterOpMay2021	



Specialized tools, GIS

PDS

PSA

Space agency archives

SSODnet

AMDA…

GhoSST
KIDA

EPN

Queries

Answers Data access

Data 
exchange

Catalogue / Registry

Data bases

User

Visualization and 
other tools

User's	experience



VESPA	and	VO	tools:	images	and	maps Mul+resolu+on	maps	(HiPS)	in	Aladin	

Currently	60+	planetary	HiPS	available	for	use	(from	USGS	maps	and	more)

http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/mars-visualisation/



VESPA	and	VO	tools:	overplopng	elements

CRISM cubes on MOLA HiPS

Lunar crater catalogue on Kaguya HiPS

Relies	on	IAU	planetary		
coordinate	frames	(fits'	WCS)

Aladin (CDS/CNRS): 

Georeferenced images + objects superpositions

60 planetary HiPS (USGS maps and more)



Footprint-based	searches	 2D	overlaps	based	on	actual	footprints,	in	TAP

HRSC (red) and selection of OMEGA cubes (black) in Aladin 
Overlapping HRSC images in yellow (Mars-Express observations)

Selected SPICAM profiles (red) and overlapping HRSC images  
(blue) in TOPCAT (Mars-Express observations)

Typical	request:	 
iden<fy	overlapping	images	/	spectral	cubes	from	different	datasets	based	
on	footprints	(also	works	with	point	features)
Tutorial: https://github.com/epn-vespa/tutorials/blob/master/surfaces/HRSC_vs_OMEGA/HRSC_vs_OMEGA-tutorial.md



VESPA	VO-GIS	bridge

EPN-TAP query

TAP  
servers

Portal

link:  
geofits image, 
spectrum

link:  
WMS/WCS query

QGIS

OGC  
servers

service with OGC-type products

service with fits images & spectra

SAMP  
interface

Geofits  
driver / GDAL

Std OGC query



VESPA	and	VO	tools:	spectroscopy

CASSIS v5 (IRAP/CNRS)
- Supports data in flux & various types of 
  reflectance (scaling)
- Auto converts spectral axis & flux
- Supports échelle spectra

VIRTIS-H / Rosetta spectrum (8 separated orders)

PDS spectral library SNC meteorites 
vs M4ast telescopic spectra of Vesta 

IRTF (flux) / Solar flux * coeff vs  
La Silla (reflectance) spectra of Jupiter



 TOPCAT (Bristol Univ):  

 Allows data selection

 - by formula or graphically

 - reflected in other plots

Cassini / RPWS 10kHz-1 MHz radio data in TOPCAT

VESPA	and	VO	tools:	tabular	data

Highest 
S/N ratio



VESPA	and	VO	tools	 Mul+resolu+on	maps	in	TOPCAT	(Bristol Univ)  

Start	from	a	table	of	sparse	
observa<ons	(lon/lat)	
VIRTIS/Roseja	on	67P

Virtis/Rosetta coverage of 67P for a selected mission phase, scale = 7

Integrate	/	average	on	
healpix	cells	(including	overlaps)

Virtis/Rosetta coverage, scale = 6

Modify	resolu<on	/	scale	
on	the	fly

Virtis/Rosetta coverage, scale = 5



VESPA	and	VO	tools Support	for	shape	models	in	TOPCAT  

VIRTIS/VEx observations of Venus, cube footprintsVIRTIS/Rosetta observations of 67P, individual pixels

(with	precomputed	Cartesian	coordinates)



VESPA	and	VO	tools:	space	borne	data

3Dview (CNES/IRAP): 

- Spice kernels from all space missions

- image projection capacities

- Better Spice support from collaboration 
with ESA 

(using M. Costa's metakernels)



VESPA	and	VO	tools:	<me	series Autoplot (Iowa Univ):  

time series / dynamic spectra  
Support for das2 protocol  

with adaptive resolution

SAMP connection added 

VIRTIS/Rosetta observations of 67P on OSIRIS 3D shape model
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VESPA	and	VO	tools:	image	processing	interface ImageJ (open source):

- SAMP connection installed (input only)

- Provides support for unusual data types (TIFF…) & 
format conversion 
- Provides image processing functions in the VO

Historical image of Jupiter from BDIP (tiff format) in ImageJ


